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Shareef Learning Log September 2013 to June 2014

 

ARABIC

2Sep - Auditing Ahmed wal Kura (Ahmed and the ball) by I. Khatib (2005).

4Sep - 1 hour tutoring session with Ms. Sarah, review of introductory arabic language material, assessment of language acquisition

 

FRENCH

3 and 5 Sep - learning some french words from daily conversation

5 Sep - Auditing French songs from CD Bebe en voiture

 

FINE ARTS

4 Sep - Painting volcano from volcano making kit with water-based paints, layering of colours to create ridged volcano appearance

4 Sep - constructing cardboard fort

 

HOMESCHOOL MANAGEMENT

 

1 Sep - making september homeschooling calendar by hand

 

ISLAMIC STUDIES

1 Sep - Listening to music CD by Dawud Warnsby Ali - Colors of Islam

2 Sep - Auditing Miraculous Happenings in the Year of the Elephant by Maryam Mehded Sinclair

5 Sep- Auditing part of the 30th chapter of Quran in Arabic with urdu translation

5 Sep- Finished memorization of Surah Al Humazah (chapter 104 of the Quran)

 

LANGUAGE ARTS (English)

1Sep- discussion of Astrid Lindgren World in Sweden and the author’s literary works (Shareef read Pippi Longstocking over the summer) with a fellow homeschooler and family over for a playdate

2 Sep - auditing Curious George by H. Rey (1941).

4 Sep - Auditing Raggedy Andy Stories by J. and K. Gruelle

5 Sep - Auditing Huckleberry Finn, The Thrush Girl, and Making Pancakes on Audiobook

5 Sep - Completed Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment (DORA) (over 4 days)

 

MATH

1Sep - Cars board game (like snakes and ladders)

5 Sep - Completed Diagnostic Online Math Assessment (DOMA) (over 4 days)

 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

2 Sep - recreational swimming, swimming races with friends

1 to 5 September - biking, races and track and field games with friends

 

SCIENCE

1Sep - watching Discovery Channel Documentary on the Antonov, largest plane in the world

2 Sep - made the clay mold for the volcano from the Volcano making kit, read about volcanos

2 Sep - researching for cooperative playschool presentation next day on planes, printing out plane pictures, handwriting report, watching documentary about aircraft carriers

3 Sep - Dubai Cooperative Playschool presentation by Shareef on airplanes, 5 minute presentation about airplanes, including the largest one in the world to an audience of 10 adults and 17 children aged 2 to age 7, later leading a teamwork
craft session on making a large plane out of cardboard boxes .

4 Sep - Assembling part of a gravitational pulley from the Kosmos Physics Discovery Set, reading about pulleys

4 Sep - Auditing Journey to the Centre of the Earth by N. Harris (1998).

4 Sep - Viewing youtube video on how to make your own hovercraft, science of levitation machines.

5 Sep - Assembling part of a dragster from the Kosmos Physics Discovery Set, learning about potential and kinetic energy.

5 Sep - Designing aircraft carriers with Lego
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5 Sep - Viewing documentary on fighter planes

5 Sep - creating volcano scene with playdough, erupting volcano with baking soda and coloured vinegar, auditing information about volcanos

6Sep - Viewing Movie The Core (2003) about the Inner Core of the Earth, bringing in volcanos and also aircraft carriers all studied during the week.

 

SOCIAL STUDIES

2 Sep - auditing Four Feet, Two Sandals by K. Williams and K. Mohammed. (2007).

 

URDU

 

1 to 5 Sep - auditing Urdu in daily conversation at home

 




